
9. We, human beings, are responsible for the Covid-19 pandemic. 

CLF is most grateful to include this important opinion piece on ecology, written by Elise 

Tempelhoff, in our series on “Pastoral Tools for the Covid-19 time”. Elise is a renowned 

environmental specialist journalist. The CLF-Elise Tempelhoff Prize for Ecology, as part of the 

prestigious Andrew Murray Prize Fund, carries her name. The 2020 prize has been awarded 

to the theologian, Prof Ernst Conradie. Reflection and action on ecology is very much part of 

our pastoral (care taking) calling.     

 

In a guest article published by the Intergovernmental Platform on Biodiversity and 

Ecosystem Services (IPBES) on 27 April, a group of natural scientists wrote “there is a single 

species responsible for the Covid-19 pandemic – us (man)”. 

One could therefore ask how it is possible that we, humankind, are in the very centre of this 

pandemic. 

We are directly affected by Covid-19, but how could we cause our own suffering? And 

eventually our own self destruction? 

It is very important to understand what humanity has done to bring the world literally to a 

standstill. This pandemic is in the process of destroying our personal health, social fibre and 

our economy. 



The scientists explain it as follows: “As with the climate and biodiversity crisis, recent 

pandemics are a direct consequence of human activity – particularly our global financial and 

economic systems.” 

According to them these systems are based on a limited paradigm that prizes economic 

growth at any cost. 

Just listen to any money talk show on television and on the radio. All the discussions are on 

one level: economic growth. The natural environment, on which this growth is based, is 

never mentioned. It is only being mentioned when a resource (like gold or coal) is 

exhausted. But even then the natural world, biodiversity, water, soil and air is not 

mentioned. The extractive industries almost always outsource their environmental impact 

to societies who suffer from polluted water, air and the degradation of the natural 

environment on which we all depend. 

The earth can be described as a huge pulsating organism. Rivers are the arteries, wetlands 

are the kidneys and the ocean serves as the lungs. It is alive and it is finite. 

Thus: Unlimited economic growth on a limited planet is impossible. 

But what have we done to be standing accused of causing the Covid-19-pandemic? 

Diseases like Covid-19 are caused by microorganisms that infect our bodies – with more 

than 70% of all emerging diseases affecting people originated in wildlife and domesticated 

animals.  

The scientists in the article, “Covid-19 Stimulus Measures, must save live, Protect 

Livelihoods, and Safeguard Nature to Reduce the Risk of Future Pandemics”, argue 

pandemics are caused by activities that bring an increasing number of people into direct 

contact and often in conflict with the animals that carry these pathogens. 

“Rampant deforestation, uncontrolled expansion of agriculture, intensive farming (feedlots, 

piggeries, chicken farms, etc.) mining and infrastructure development, and the exploitation 

of wild species (by trading, eating them and using their body parts in so called traditional 

medicines) have created a perfect storm for the spill over of diseases from wildlife to 

people.” 

Scientific studies show that humans have altered 75% of the earth’s surface. 85% of 

wetlands have either been drained for agriculture or destroyed (in the case of South Africa) 

for opencast mining. In South Africa this is mostly the case for coal mining in the 

Mpumalanga Highveld, the source of most of our major rivers in the northern part of South 

Africa. Almost 75% of available freshwater is allocated to crops and livestock production. 

Livestock in the era of climate change and rapid biodiversity loss is a massive issue on its 

own that should be explored, together with humanity’s eating habits. 



Add all these issues to the unregulated trade in wildlife and the explosive growth in air 

travel and it becomes clear how a virus that one circulated harmlessly among species of bats 

in Southeast Asia (in the so-called wet markets) has now infected (by the time of writing) 

almost 3 million people. Covid-19 brought untold human suffering and halted economies 

and societies around the world. 

This is where the human hand in the pandemic emerges. 

God gave us everything on earth to stay alive and to thrive, not to exploit. Exploitation of 

natural resources led to the massive gap between the rich and the poor. Wars are mostly 

directly linked to the exploitation of natural resources.  

Think about water grabs, land grabs and mineral grabs (there are examples in our own 

country). These are all issues that need further unpacking. 

But coming back to Covid-19 and the unprecedented situation that we find ourselves in at 

the moment: locked in our own houses from fear of attracting Covid-19.     

Environmental writers like me became –before Covid-19 – despondent as our messages 

were very likely to be ignored. Messages about the hand of humans in the climate 

emergency are still sometimes being laughed at as being “part of a natural cycle” and 

scaremongering by bored journalists. 

Then came Covid19. The world came to a sudden halt and messages all over the world link 

this pandemic to the disruption of nature.  

Don’t get me wrong, but we (environmental writers) knew something was going to “snap” in 

the earth’s system. We however did not know that a pandemic on this scale was going to 

bring humanity to a standstill.  

Suddenly (hopefully) humans became aware of the fact that we are directly linked to 

nature. If we destroy nature, we destroy ourselves. We have a divine calling; it is part of 

our being created to the image of God, to also care for the earth, to protect our 

environment, to treasure and share our living space.      

We hear more voices – mostly from scientists and civil society groups – that we need change 

on so many levels: a change in the way we see and experience nature, we need to change 

our consumer patterns; we need to see success, happiness and wealth differently. And we 

have to cherish health. Not just of our own, but of our planet. 

This lockdown period is a time to reflect and to give nature the opportunity to breath. 

All over the world, there are signs that nature is slowly bouncing back. The Himalayas can 

for the first time – in a period of 30 years – be seen from Pakistan as factories and power 

plants have been switched off. 



In Venice, usually packed with tourists, the water in the canals are so clear, one can see 

marine life returning.   

Today (5 May) as I wrote this piece, I received a message from Cobus Meiring of the 

Southern Cape landowners, saying: “The closing of the Southern Cape beaches during the 

Covid-19 lockdown period, controversial as it may seem, may well set the scene for more 

concerted efforts to better manage and enlarge the regional conservation footprint.  

“Nevertheless, the response to Covid-19 is a show of force in terms of what can be achieved 

if humankind has no other option left, and climate change will bring dramatic changes in 

years to come that will make the pandemic seem almost insignificant as pressure on scarce 

and precious resources, such as water and biodiversity, dwindle away.” 

If there is one message I, as an environmental journalist would like to convey, then it is 

that we all have to become involved in the conservation of the little nature that we still 

have left.  

There are many threats that we in the near future will try and write about. Readers of this 

piece must please be aware that our politicians see coal mining as a “sunrise industry”. You 

will also hear more about Operation Phakisa and the massive destruction it will cause in the 

ocean when drilling for oil and gas is being promoted after the end of the lockdown. 

Politicians will use Operation Phakisa in a massive effort to get the economy going again.   

Environmentalists use Twitter and other social media to raise awareness on issues of nature 

and threats to the earth, our only home. Please support us in this effort! 

Elise Tempelhoff (Environmental Journalist)   

 

 


